
Part I 

Executive Member: Councillor Perkins 

WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 

ESTATE MANAGEMENT SCHEME PANEL – 15 JUNE 2017 

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (PUBLIC PROTECTION, PLANNING 

AND GOVERNANCE) 

6/2016/1982/EM 

42 SPRINGFIELDS, WELWYN GARDEN CITY, AL8 6XN 

REPLACEMENT OF FRONT DOOR 

APPLICANT: Mr D Crosby 

(Handside) 

 

1. Background 

1.1. This is an appeal against the refusal of Estate Management Consent for a 

replacement front door. The application (6/2016/1982) was refused on the 22 

February 2017 for the following reason: 

“The proposed alteration to the colour of the front door would be detrimental 

to the appearance of the subject property, the surrounding street scene and 

the values and amenities of Welwyn Garden City; contrary to Policy EM1 of 

the Welwyn Garden City Estate Management Scheme.” 

 

2. Site Description 

2.1. The site contains a mid-terraced dwelling with a pitched roof within a row of four 

dwellings which is located in a central position within Springfields.  The 

properties in Springfields are not consistent. To the north west of the terrace of 

dwellings in which the host dwelling is sited, Sprinfields hosts more modern 

style dwellings with clear glazing and side facing gables, contrasting to the 

dwellings to the south east of the terrace which are far more characteristic of 

Welwyn Garden City buildings. These characteristics represent themselves in 

terms of materials, Georgian glazing design as well as distinct architectural 

features including flat roof bay windows and storm porch. 

2.2. The mid-terraced dwellings within the appeal terrace, including the host 

dwelling, have front doors facing the street, while the end terrace dwellings 

have their front doors located on their side elevations.  The mid-terraced 

dwellings host an individual architectural feature of recessed front door, 

whereby the walls fall in at an approximate 45 degree angle with staggered 

projecting brickwork.  This detailing can be viewed from the street and 

contributes positively to the character and appearance of the terrace of 

properties and the surrounding area.   

2.3. The existing front door in the appeal property is white in colour, and hosts a 

mid-level, obscure glazed panel. By virtue of the above unique architectural 

feature of the recessed front door on the host dwelling, it is considered that the 



colour of the front door, being consistent within the terrace and the majority of 

doors in Springfields, contributes to the values and amenities of the street 

scene. 

3. The Proposal 

3.1. The proposal seeks consent for the replacement of the existing front door. The 

proposed door would be finished in black and would include two mid-to-high-

level detailed obscure glazed panels with rounded tops. 

4. Relevant Estate Management History 

4.1. None 

5. Policy 

5.1. Estate Management Scheme Policies (October 2008) 

EM1 – Extensions and Alterations 

6. Representations Received 

6.1. No representations have been received. 

7. Discussion 

7.1. This is an appeal against the refusal of Estate Management Consent. The 

appellant’s letter of appeal is attached at Appendix 1, and the original officer’s 

report for application referenced 6/2016/1982/EM, is attached at Appendix 2. 

7.2. The key issue in the determination of this appeal is the impact of the proposed 

door on the values and amenities of the surrounding area. The impact on the 

residential amenity of adjoining occupiers is considered to be acceptable. 

7.3. Policy EM1 of the Estate Management Scheme (EMS) refers to extensions and 

alterations, and states that extensions and alterations will only be allowed 

where the works are in keeping with the design, appearance, materials and 

architectural detail used in the existing building, and would not harm the 

amenities and values of the area. 

7.4. The appeal dwelling is characteristic of a Welwyn Garden City dwelling, in 

terms of materials, Georgian glazing design as well as distinct architectural 

features including flat roof bay windows and storm porch. The dwelling hosts a 

unique feature in the recess frame for the front door with staggered projecting 

brickwork. This feature is continued within the terrace of dwellings in which the 

appeal property sits, as well as the terrace directly opposite. This helps to make 

the front door a prominent feature within the row of terrace properties when 

viewed from Springfields.  

7.5. This part of Springfields contains front doors that are white in colour which, 

although varying in design, contributes positively to the streetscene. It is 

therefore essential that the uniformity in appearance of dwellings is maintained; 

in particular those features which are visible from the street frontage.  As 



described above, there is a strong uniformity of fenestration including the colour 

of front doors in properties in this part of Springfields, and this positively 

enhances the character and appearance of the surrounding area and Welwyn 

Garden City in general. 

7.6. Accordingly, it is considered that the colour of front doors in this area 

contributes to the values and amenities of the area, and this is of particular 

importance given the features of the host appeal dwelling. 

7.7. Whilst no objections are raised to the detailed design of the door, even though 

it is not a Georgian style design and appearance, the colour of the door would 

contrast with the surrounding area. As a result of the colour alone, the 

proposed door would result in an incongruous addition to the street scene, and 

as a result would cause harm to the amenities and values of the area.  This 

would be readily viewable within the street scene. 

7.8. Comments raised by the appellant refer to the consistency of the application of 

Estate Management policies within the Handside area in that that multiple dark 

colour front doors are present within Springfields, Handside and surrounding 

streets; whether the proposed door colour would in fact be detrimental to the 

subject property; and whether the proposed door colour would have an impact 

on the surrounding street scene given its current condition in terms of 

“potholes, untidy council tenant gardens, spoilt grass verges and damaged 

kerbstones”.  

7.9. There are numerous style of doors, however the concern is not associated with 

the appearance, it is the colour.  The contribution of white and pastel coloured 

doors in the street to the values and amenities of the area, as well as the 

consistency of the colour of doors within the terrace and terrace opposite has 

been referred to above. Officers do not consider that other scenes of negative 

appearance, such as potholes, untidy land or spoilt grass verges dilutes the 

contribution of the colour of front doors to the values and amenities of the area, 

nor reduces the detrimental impact of the colour of the proposed door.  This 

provides no weight in favour of the proposal. 

7.10. The appellant also outlines that he wishes to improve the appearance and 

security of the house; and that the Council has treated this application 

differently to others. In relation to the security of the dwelling, the Estate 

Management Scheme does not restrict the installation of a secure white 

composite door. In regards to being treated differently, each application is 

considered on its own merits. In this case, the property is considered to be of 

high quality design, which provides a significant and positive contribution to the 

street scene. Furthermore, other properties in the area host white or light 

coloured pastel doors. This indicates a consistency in application of the 

applicable policies. During the process of this application, officers contacted the 

appellant advising a white or lighter, pastel colour door of the same design as 

proposed would be acceptable, however unfortunately no amendments were 

received. 



7.11. A compelling case has therefore not been made by the appellant to 

demonstrate why the circumstances present by the occupants of this particular 

property, when considered in its context should override the wider values of 

and amenities of Springfields.  

8. Conclusion 

8.1. The proposed colour of the new front door, in a prominent location of 

Springfields, would be unacceptable and have a detrimental impact on the 

character and appearance of the appeal property, the row of terrace properties 

in which it is located and the surrounding street scene.  No additional evidence 

or information has been put forward by the appellant which adds to or would 

alter officer’s recommendation.   Therefore the proposed colour of the door 

would cause harm to the values and amenities of the area and the proposal 

fails to accord with Policy EM1 of the Welwyn Garden City Estate Management 

Scheme. 

9. Recommendation 

9.1. That the Members uphold the delegated decision and dismiss the appeal. 

 

Sam Dicocco, (Development Management Officer) 

Date: 30 May 2017 

 

Background papers: 

Appendix 1: Appellants grounds of appeal 

Appendix 2: Original delegated officer’s report 

 



 


